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Welcome Black Pointers,
warmer weather is around the corner and with it comes more
opportunities for many to indulge in Black Point. We had a very
enjoyable and successful Maxine Hawke Park working bee. The
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by Bob Perry

The next of these now annual events will be on Saturday the 3rd of
January 2009.
If you have missed the last couple you‟d better circle the date on

bring your own Esky and drinks .. glasses .. chairs.

We‟ll

provide the atmosphere .. the ambience .. the good company and
the food.

Costs will be very reasonable for fried prawns .. calamari

.. fish fillets .. chips .. and salad.

It‟s a great night of socialising

and catching up on the gossip.

COMMITTEE

See you there .. and bring your beach guests.
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MAXINE HAWKE PARK
by Greg Harmer
On the June long weekend a great group of Black pointers met at
shack 56 or MHP sign at about 10am to plant 500 seedlings. We
started planting from the eastern end, (there were about 20 rows)
and moved along the rows in a westerly direction from there. As the
“We had about 30'ish
people in total turn out,
so the planting only took
a bit over about 2 hours”

worker bees rocked up I gave them a quick run through of what was
required and how to go about it. We had about 30'ish people in
total turn out, so the planting only took a bit over about 2 hours. All
the seedlings were watered in after planting to increase their chance
of survival. The worker bees enjoyed some refreshments and
chitter-chatter afterwards at Kym's shack, then retired home to
watch the Crows knock off Richmond.
Hopefully, this continuous rain that we've had here in Adelaide has
blessed the YP a little.
I would like to thank all that were able to make it, and in particular
Brenton for organising and picking up the seedlings from Ben Pavy
and putting out the sandwich board, Brian Harmer for organising
and picking up a couple of trailer loads of water from the stand
pipe, and Kym plus family for organising and providing his shack
for nibbles and a catch-up afterwards, and Glenn Cooper for the
refreshments.

40 YEAR TRANSFERABLE LEASES/COASTAL PROTECTION
We are currently waiting on advice from The Department for Environment and Heritage
regarding their acceptance or otherwise of our comments on the Final Draft of the
Lease Documents. Following such advice the documents will need to be resubmitted to
the Crown Solicitors Office for redrafting and to the Planning Consultant for revision of
the Development Plan Guidelines for Black Point.
Our challenge is to have the Documents released to Shack Owners by Christmas.
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YOUR RESPONSES - ANNUAL SURVEY BBPA
A big thank you to all who contributed their views and opinions regarding our Black Point
community. Your feedback helps to shape and confirm the direction of the Association and is
extremely useful in our ongoing work and negotiations with the District Council, funding bodies,
Transport Department and other key community development work.
We will provide summaries of results throughout newsletters. A reminder to any owners or
visitors that may not have completed a survey between Feb-April this year - your feedback is
welcomed at any time. If you would like to complete a survey- please contact any BBPA committee
member.
From the initial analysis of the information we received, here is a summary of some of the
responses to date:
 Of the total number of respondents - 96.42% respondents indicated they were owners
 7.14% were non members of the BPPA
Caravan Park and Boat Ramp
Respondents indicated approximately over 80% of positive support for the upgrade to the
camping area.
There is significant response in relation to the need for upgrades to the boat ramp with over 70%
support for both widening the ramp and the apron.
Comments provided are varied - however a predominant message that this is a significant

% Response

% Response

priority area for improvement.
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YOUR RESPONSES - ANNUAL SURVEY BBPA (continued)
Visitor Numbers
This information is of significant interest as an indicator of the levels of people who frequent
Black Point and therefore an indication of impact on road, water, and boat ramp use and also on
factors such as noise, pollution and environmental impact.
Of the total respondents 21.43% indicated that they make their properties available for rental
during the year.
From this only some respondents provided total bed nights. Similarly, some people only provided
number of people who rent. Others provided a total range of people who rent and number of bed
nights.
From respondents who indicated the combined data - a total of 1,792 bed nights are made
available from rental properties. Some respondents indicated that this is handled by agents and
data was not available. Many did not provide this information. This is an area that is important
for the Association to collect - as this data contributes to a more accurate picture of the real size
of our community and the potential strain on the infrastructure and environment.
Non-rental Visitors
All respondents were invited to share information about the number of visitors and family
members who stay at their property during the year.
From the data provided a total 18,299 bed nights are offered to people during the year. These
figures do not include the number of people who visit Black Point as formal rental visitors. This is
an indication that the Black Point community supports a significant number of people throughout
each year.
Size of Properties
The range of maximum numbers that can be accommodated at any one time in each dwelling
varied considerably from 4 to 30 people.
56% of respondents indicated that 10 or more people can be accommodated in their residence.
The average size of each property is 6.31 people per dwelling.
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YOUR RESPONSES - ANNUAL SURVEY BBPA (continued)
Road Safety and Walking Trail
Responses varied regarding the introduction of speed humps and pedestrian crossings - with
approx 50% disagree with speed humps, 32% support and 6% undecided.
The introduction of Pedestrian Crossings resulted in a divided response with approx 50% not
supported, 20% unsure and 25% supported.
Speeding motorists was considered by 75% respondents as an issue with requests for reduced
speed limits. Overwhelming support, (approx 90%) was also given to the introduction of a
turning lane into Black Point from the Coast Road.
Concerns were expressed for pedestrians and recognised speeding motorists as a potential risk
with increased development.
Approx 40% responses indicate that the walking trail is used regularly. Some 35% were unsure.
This indicates that this is something that may need to be promoted more widely within the

% Response

% Response

community - especially for visitors/renters and new residents.

Net Fishing Bans
55% respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that there are noticeable improvements to fish
stocks since the netting bans have been introduced. Further 35% indicated they were unsure. A
number of surveys included notes suggesting that it was too early to comment at this time.
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YOUR RESPONSES - ANNUAL SURVEY BBPA (continued)
Water Supply and Rainwater Tanks
Comments and data provided indicate that water supply and flow rates is an area of major
concern for residents.
98.21% indicated that they have rainwater tanks.
Of the total respondents - 24.07% indicated that they do not have pumps connected to their
rainwater tanks, (13 respondents).
Of the total respondents only 1 indicated they were not connected to the effluent system.
Of those with rainwater supply (tanks), the following data was provided in relation to % rain water
use:


0% = 1 respondent



21.56% use 25% rainwater



45.1% use 75% rainwater



9.8% use 100% rainwater.

Approx 70% respondents support that rainwater tanks and pumps should be the primary supply
source for water at BP.
Comments referred to the poor flow rates of the mains water supply.
Do you support Committee‟s position on Development?
Comments:
The overall response regarding development suggests support for the Association‟s position.
Concerns relate to the need to consider water and environmental impact without considerable
expansion to the settlement. Many comments indicate that people are keen to preserve the size
and nature of the settlement at the current level without further expansion –with strain on
current infrastructure cited as a concern. Some references to the changes already made to the
location as being detrimental with a strong request for no further development.
We will provide further updates about your feedback in future newsletters. Again, please
consider completing a survey if you have not completed one for this year. If you have any
questions about the response information, please contact Kate Van Schaik on 0407714184.
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RUBBISH BIN COLLECTION CHANGES
New proposed rubbish bin collection services are set to begin on the 1st of October 2008 (bins
have been delivered), for the District Council area of Yorke Peninsula. The adoption of a three bin
collection system consisting of: 1) a weekly 140L bin household waste collection; 2) a fortnightly
240L bin recyclable household waste collection; and 3) a monthly 240L bin green organics waste
collection.
The DCYP has produced a Draft Waste and Recycling Document which contains the following
points.
 The existing 240L bin will be used for the green organic waste.
 Council will provide one each of the 140L and 240L bins.
 Replacement bins and parts will be at the householders cost.
 Bins and parts are obtainable from the Council.
 Extra bins and collections will be by arrangement with the Council and will incur additional
fees.
 Multiple tenancies and those requesting additional bins need to apply to the “Manager
Customer Services” of the DCYP.
 All charges relating to the waste collection service will be listed separately on the Rates
Notice.
All ratepayers will be notified by Council in due course.
NOTE: If you notice a BPPA sticker on your bin, it means you are financial members of the
Association and therefore your bin will be returned to your back door. If not, you need to address
this situation by contacting the Treasurer.
LATE PRESS: The new bins have been delivered by Council with an accompanying information
booklet. Unfortunately, due to severe weather recently, bins and the booklet may be displaced.
Please contact the Council on 8832 0000, who will then post out a replacement booklet. Also,
further discussion will be needed on bin returns and associated costs.

PINE POINT GENERAL STORE
Opening Hours for Spring

Sunday to Thursday, 8am to 7pm
Friday & Saturday, 8am to 8pm
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A TAXING ISSUE
by St. Matthew

The quite spectacular rises in property values at
Black Point since the freeholding in 1995 has been all
well and good, other than for the increases in council
rates and land tax. However, a future capital gains
tax (CGT) liability hangs over our heads like the
sword of Damocles! With the exception of those few
Black Pointers who personally own and or our
families will all be liable for capital gains tax
resulting from ultimate disposal of our asset actually reside at BP and enjoy the exemption of
“principal place of residence”, our properties generally are “CGT assets” and in future, we or our
families will all be liable for capital gains tax resulting from ultimate disposal of our asset.
It is vital that adequate records are maintained to substantiate the “cost base” of your CGT
asset. This record will be fundamental to have in the future when your property is sold, or
passed on to your family and a great big capital gain is realised.
A lot of people do not appreciate that their cost base is not
“It is vital that adequate
records are maintained to
substantiate the “cost base”
of your CGT asset.”

just the purchase of their property plus subsequent capital
improvements. It also includes the “costs of owning”, where
no income tax deduction has been (or will be) claimed for such
expenses i.e. as for properties which derive rental income.
Costs of owning include interest on borrowings, insurance,

repairs and maintenance, rates and land tax and costs of travel to the property to carry out
maintenance and repairs.
The above comments are general and must not be taken as specific advice. Their purpose is to
draw attention to the scope and for the need to accumulate the costs of owning your property
and thereby minimising future capital gains tax liability. If you freeholded and have rebuilt,
your cost base is relatively straight forward to determine and maintain. If you freeholded but
still have your shack and it is partly on your freehold and partly on Crown Lease, and you have
made improvements, your cost base will be more complex to determine. Advice should be
sought from your taxation adviser to ensure that your Black Point circumstances are fully
understood, your record keeping requirements are defined and appropriate advice is given to
you, if this has not already been done. If you haven‟t been keeping a cost base record, start
now and you will only have to go back and research up to 13 years!
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406 MHZ DISTRESS BEACON (EPIRB) UPDATE. FEBRUARY 1, 2009,
ANALOGUE 121.5 MHZ WILL BE SWITCHED OFF
From February the 1st 2009, the Analogue, 121.5 MHz EPIRB system will be switched off. The
better performing 406MHz EPIRB is the replacement system. This means all boats which operate
in “Unprotected Waters”, (more than 2 nautical miles offshore), must have an EPIRB. But it simply
makes commonsense for every one to have an EPIRB which offers such safety and peace of mind.
Search and rescue teams have a much improved chance of finding you faster if you activate a 406
MHz Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon (EPIRB). The 406MHz EPIRB is detected more
quickly than a 121.5 MHz beacon and can be located from within 5 km. If the 406 MHz beacon
has a built-in GPS, the location can be pinpointed to within 120 metres. A 121.5 MHz beacon will
only narrow your position down to within 20km, making the task of finding you in an emergency
that much harder.
Don‟t wait until the last minute to change over to the 406 MHz Emergency Position Indicating
Radio Beacon. The 406 is smarter, faster, and safer.
When changing over from your 121.5 beacon you will need to dispose of
it correctly to avoid any accidental activation. The Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA) has
made arrangements with Battery World for the collection of unwanted 121.5 beacons for the safe
and responsible disposal of unwanted beacons.
For further information about the EPIRB system visit the AMSA website www.amsa.gov.au

COMPETITION FOR MEMBERSHIP DETAILS
Those on email, gain extra information and help to reduce the
paper trail. All new email addresses are added to the bucket
with one drawn to receive a $50 voucher for either Bunnings
Hardware or the Pine Point General Store. I will include in the
bucket those thoughtful members who kindly updated their
details without enticement in recent times. Please contact Kym
Woolford by phone as above or by email vhw@bigpond.com.
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OPERATION YORKE 2008
During January 2008, compliance officers from DTEI in conjunction with Primary Industries and
Resources South Australia (PIRSA) Fishwatch Officers and SA Police mounted an intensive
education and enforcement operation covering the Yorke Peninsula region. The primary focus was
on safe conduct of recreational boating activities, including the carriage of appropriate safety
equipment, registration and licensing requirements.
During the summer period the Yorke Peninsula region is a popular destination for fishing,
cruising, operating personal watercraft, swimming and numerous other recreational boating
activities available to the general public including kite-surfing, with Wallaroo ranked as one of the
top areas in Australia to pursue this pastime.
Of concern were the large number of vessels that either failed to carry the appropriate safety
equipment, or whose safety equipment was not well maintained. If equipment (such as emergency
flares) has an elapsed expiry date then it is regarded as not meeting mandated requirements. In
an emergency, working safety equipment can be vital for your own safety and for all others on
board your vessel.
During Operation Yorke, compliance officers from the three agencies performed the following
actions to assist recreational boaters and crew – as well as motor vehicle drivers – in meeting their
responsibilities.
The aim was to inspect vessels and boat trailers at major boat launching sites throughout Yorke
Peninsula. The focus was on education and, where required enforcement of the provisions of the

Harbors and Navigation Act 1993, Road Traffic Act 1961 and other associated statutes, including
trailers roadworthiness, mass and brake requirements.
In total, 36% of vessels and 47% of boat trailers checked were found to be non-compliant with the
requirements – an unacceptable level and a high safety risk to boat operators and passengers; the
driver of the vehicle towing the trailer and to other road users. A large number of boat trailers
were not roadworthy, poorly maintained or did not have correctly fitted and working brakes. The
exemption from fitting of brakes to small trailers expired on 30 September 2006 – as promoted in
previous editions of On Deck. By targeting these key safety areas we can create a safer
environment for our water and road users. Although most boat operators are generally well
behaved, there are still a number who do not accept their responsibilities as required by the

Harbors and Navigations Act and Regulations.
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EARLY DAYS AT BLACKPOINT
by Keith George
We must have been camping at Black Point for about 8 years, on and off From 1949-1957,
when dad had the opportunity to buy shack No.1. Reggy George had a small radio
manufacturing and repair business in Austin Street, just off North Terrace in Adelaide where he
made and sold 32 volt radios especially built for farms that used Dunlite wind generated power
systems. (Wind power generation is not new.) So dad knew the Peninsula well and took every
opportunity to install radios in farm houses and do a bit of fishing at Black Point at the same
time.
A bloke who was a bit hard up for cash came into dad‟s shop in Adelaide and asked him if he
knew of anybody who wanted to buy a shack at Black Point. The man wanted 500 pounds.
Unbeknown to the man, dad knew about the corrugated iron shack, so dad offered him 300
pounds ($600) which the man gladly accepted.

(A scene on the beach with our shack in the background and our bondwood dinghy in the
foreground).
The following weekend, eager to check out his new purchase, Dad drove to the shack, knocked
on the door and asked for a Doctor S---- who had borrowed it for the weekend. A rather
attractive blonde lass came to the door and said, that the good Doctor was out fishing. So dad
went home.
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The following day he rang the Doctor‟s home still eager to follow up his purchase. A woman
answered the phone and dad said, “Mrs. S--- I was pleased to meet you at the shack on the
weekend. Is the Doctor home?” Mrs. S ----- said, “What did you say!!!! It was not me at the
shack!!!! Wait till he gets home!!!”.
Now I don‟t know what happened to the „Good‟ Doctor, probably took a position in Botswana
for all I know, but the story became part of our family folk lore. So for those present shack
owners who want to dally with a damsel when they should be wacking the whiting, beware the
Spirit of Reggy George. (When he died dad asked for his ashes to be scattered at the Pole off
the Black Point spit). So he is not too far away.
The shack dad bought was no mansion, there was no lining inside, a sand floor and 11 wire
beds were made into bunks. When the wind blew the sand came in and settled on the table and
all over the food. Yuk! And then there were the mice that seemed to have a habit of sleeping in
your pillowcase.

My brother and I, the first Black Point lifesavers rescuing some little damsel. (Notice the sexy
woollen bathers that did not half itch and had a bad habit of falling off!!!!)

Next time: How my Uncle Max tied himself to the Pole overnight during a storm.
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Steven Griffiths MP JP
State Member for Goyder
Shadow Minister for Finance
Shadow Minister for Employment, Training &
Further Education
Shadow Minister for Public Sector Management
Shadow Minister for Federal/State Relations

Contact the Goyder electorate office for
assistance with:
State issues
Information on grant funding
Letters of support
Petitions
Justice of the Peace services

GOYDER ELECTORATE OFFICE
51 Robert Street, MAITLAND SA 5573
Ph: (08) 8832 2455 | Fax: (08) 8832 2699
Email: goyder@parliament.sa.gov.au | Web: www.stevengriffiths.net

PARLIAMENT HOUSE
North Terrace, ADELAIDE SA 5000
Ph: (08) 8237 9100 | Fax: (08) 8237 9172
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MORE HISTORY - WHO DO YOU BELIEVE?
by Bob Perry
“Dirty tail” … or “lonely white man”?
Where did Black Point get it‟s name?
According to one source the name Black Point was used to describe the area because of the
amount of vegetation which made the area appear “black” from a distance.
In her book Salt Winds Across Barley Plains .. Beryl Newman says the area was originally called
Koolywurtie Point but was colloquially called Black Point because it was an Aboriginal camping
ground.
She says the long narrow peninsula of rock and mud extended out into the water. The natives
called it Koolywurtie which meant “dirty tail”.
However in Mannings SA Place Names he says the natives knew it as Kudlaworti which meant
“lonely man”. This referred to a chap who settled in the area named Stephen Goldsworthy…
because of his isolation from fellow white men.
On the 10th of October 1854 he applied for mining lease no. 384 at Black Point.
The Goldsworthy Mining Company had discovered minerals by 1861.
What did they find? More next issue …

TRAVELLING BLACK POINTERS
Well, just when you thought the world couldn‟t get any smaller. Three Black Point owners came
face to face with each other at Dales Gorge, Karajini National Park, (WA) recently.
John and Jill Linke (34), with Raylene and Nigel Rowe (38), ran into Sandra and Tom (64), whilst
securing camping spots on their recent holidays.

The Linke‟s and Rowe‟s had been travelling

together through SA, NT and WA in extreme luxury with well equipped camper trailers (even had a
portable shower!), whereas Tom and Sandra
were roughing it in a swag and tent!
A wonderful night was spent at the Linke/Rowe
campsite with great steaks and a few good SA
reds!
Needless to say after the end of the holiday
Tom had been totally nagged to death about
the purchase of a camper trailer, of which
Sandra completely lost.

However a comp-

romise was agreed to the purchase of an
outdoor shower!
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POINTS OF INTEREST
Interview with an 80 year old woman.
The interviewer asked her questions about her life, about what it felt like to be marrying again
at 80, and then about her new husband's occupation.
"He's a funeral director," she answered.
"Interesting," the newsman thought. He then asked her if she wouldn't mind telling him a little
about her first three husbands and what they did for a living.
She paused for a few moments, needing time to reflect on all those years. After a short time, a
smile came to her face and she answered proudly, explaining that she'd first married a banker
when she was in her early 20s, then a circus ringmaster when in her 40s, later on a preacher
when in her 60s, and now in her 80s, a funeral director.
The interviewer looked at her, quite astonished, and asked why she had married four men with
such diverse careers.
She smiled and explained, "I married one for the money, two for the show, three to get ready,
and four to go."

BLACK POINT CLASSIFIEDS
Boat For Sale-Nereus 20 foot runabout w pod Launched 2000

Salt Water Wash Down, Live Bait Tank, Bilge Pump

1 Owner – purchased and serviced by Coast Road Motors

Price: $39,500

Yamaha 130 HP 2 Stroke – approx 550 hours

For photos, inspection or any other information please call

Furuno CV – 582L Colour Sounder & Furuno GP 30 GPS

Andrew Underwood on (0407) 723 563.

GME AM/FM Radio & UHF Marine Radio
Maxwell Anchor Winch – approx 100m of rope and 10m of

Fridge for Sale - 4 Door Glass Display Fridge.

short link chain

Works well and recently serviced - $1,000 ono.
Contact Andrew Underwood on (0407) 723 563.

Sarca Anchor, Full Safety Kit

SHACK RENTAL LISTINGS
As a service to all members, we are interested in compiling a list of shacks that are available for
rent. At times the Association receives requests for a shack to rent. This not only comes from
visitors but also Black Pointers who wish to suggest a shack to family or friends near them. We
will list shack numbers and a contact avenue as people wish in the newsletter. This will be a free
service

to

members.

Please

contact

the

secretary,

Kym

Woolford via

vhw@bigpond.com
SHACK NO

CONTACT

NUMBER

21

Michael Gee

8295 2435

0419 228 894

59A

Elaine Condon

8354 3774

0408 827 890

77

Andrew Underwood

8295 8155

0407 723 563

153A

Diane Noble

0407 394 780

phone

or

at

